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Introduction
All right, Zoosh speaking. Greetings.
As you read this book, look within yourself not only for the type of
person society considers you to be, but also for the type of person you
feel like. You might find that you identify with the qualities of one particular group of people more than the qualities of another group, and
that group might or might not fit a description of you. The main thing is
to understand your soul’s calling, your personality’s identity and your
true purpose in life.
If a part of the description of one group touches on your purpose,
fine. If it is from another group, fine. Do not feel that you must be exclusive to any one description, for ultimately it is intended that the human race blend, not only racially and nationally, but ultimately universally.
Someday there will be a being who will be known as a universal being. It will be made up of Earth people, of Saturn people, of Pleiadians,
Orions, Sirians and planet names you’ve never even heard of on the
other side of this universe. This is not to say that individual groups will
not keep their identities, but the ultimate purpose, specifically on Earth,
of having so many different races and nationalities and even subgroups
within them, is that you all draw on each other’s strengths and bring out
the best in each other.

aaaaaaaaaaaaaa

This book, which reminds you of how special you are, is dedicated
to all of you who might find out more about yourselves and in so doing
appreciate yourselves and others more than you have in the past.
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Our Creator and
Its Creation
April 2, 1996

hat did the Creator learn from His tour of the other creations,
and how did that affect the Explorer Race?
Well, the Creator was moving about — staring, as it were — before
arriving at the glimmer of the creation you now occupy. Creator was involved in the opposite of what this universe is about. This universe at
its core is about individuality, which is why the apparent variety and
separation is a function here. Although separation is idealized by harmony between all beings, it is still a place of definition.
Before Creator arrived here, Creator was one of the many. And as
one of the many, harmony and blending of all beings was an absolute,
meaning that there was no “mine,” only “ours.” Creator is not old, in
philosophical or self-expression terminology, but is young at heart.
[Chuckles.] And so, not unlike most young people, Creator wanted to
do something that She could step back from and say, “This is a good
thing,” not unlike the words in your Bible.

Harmony through Individuality
At the point of Creator’s inspiration that harmony could be accomplished through individuality, Creator naturally needed to move away
from the many, which He did. That’s how I came to be with Creator — because of my previous experience of singularity, meaning (from
Creator’s point of view) that I had a working relationship with individu-
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ality. And since Creator was going to explore all facets of individuality
during Her creation, then Creator thought it might be advisable (if not
at least amusing) to have somebody along in a companionable fashion
who might be able to keep up the spirits [chuckles] of all concerned.
This is when I joined Creator, and I have been hanging around with Her
ever since.
This is probably not going to last indefinitely. Creator’s plan for Her
creation is going to last . . . well, I give time definitions in terms of what
you have already done rather than years, because years are arbitrary.
The point when you left Creator on your souls’ journeys to become sufficiently individual as well as motivated to apply your curiosity to tasks
(ergo, to take action) was really the beginning of your true conception
as beings. From that time of leaving Creator to being here now is a
length of time, all right? When I depart from your Creator and move on
(perhaps with another creator who is being trained right now) will
probably be about one-tenth the amount of time or experience that got
you to this point.
So in terms of a long time [chuckles], it’s one-tenth of a long time until your Creator and I mostly separate. A little bit of me will go on with
your Creator, who will step up to Its next level. And you, the Explorer
Race, who are being trained to take Creator’s place, will get to have most
of me with you, not only because we are companionable after so many
experiences together, but because you might find it amusing to have me
around.

Stimulating Change and Growth in This Universe
As the Explorer Race, you have been carefully prepared for your mission, which is to in time go out into space, initially within your own solar system, but then out into your galaxy and beyond. Actually, the primary function of your travels will be to stimulate change and growth in
all you contact. Although to you your mission will seem to be to explore, to discover new worlds and so on, it will actually be, in terms of
those you contact, to change their concepts, which are rather fixed,
about who they are in relationship to what the universe is.
There’s a tremendous level of spiritual evolution already in place in
other places than the Earth, so you won’t exactly be bringing in any new
ideas that they can immediately integrate into their cultures. On the
other hand, you will bring something that they do not now have, and
that is [chuckles] uncertainty! Right now most extraterrestrial cultures
are fairly (if not totally) certain that they possess the truth about life.
Now, you can’t blame them for this apparent egocentric position, because their cultures have been in motion for at least millions of years
and sometimes even more, in terms of your time. These concepts have
proven themselves to be absolutely trustworthy, predictable and de-
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pendable, so you can see why they might have a sense of belief that their
truth is truth. Certainly, if a thousand generations have been raised
with the same truth and are none the worse for it, if not tremendously
better, then they are going to believe in it. Your job, basically, is to
spread doubt! [Chuckles.] I realize that sounds a bit extreme, but you
have been raised without benefit of the exclusive application of the
“truth” as most extraterrestrials know it. You have had that truth available to you here, but it has been a mixed bag, mixed with other truths
that were believed to be so — some possibly or partly so, most not
really so but apparently so for short periods of time.
You have not been raised in ways that would allow you to feel certain about your experience in life. You have largely been raised with
doubts and uncertainty, and you have had to make your own way the
best you can. You have arrived here as babies, and as babies you were
quite telepathic and could see extraterrestrials, angels, spirits, fairies
and so on around you at higher dimensions. Since you could see it, you
naturally assumed that those larger versions of yourselves could see it,
too. Imagine your shock when your telepathic messages to your parents and doctors and nurses and grandma and granddad went entirely
unnoticed and you discovered that you had to revert to something basically (from a baby’s point of view) on the outer bounds of sophistication — otherwise known as yelling — to get what you needed. Only
later did you learn sound symbols, known to you now as language.
So you naturally forgot that you were telepathic because there was no
means to apply it to the human world, although those of you who remembered might have applied it to the animal or plant world. Animals
and plants have no need to forget who they are so that they can have the
joy of discovery and a gift of ignorance. You have ignorance so that you
will reinvent your reality. The animals don’t need to do this, so they are
totally telepathic now. This telepathy takes the form primarily of feeling
and pictures, though words will sometimes work in terms of their feelings, their pictures interpreted by your words. But your speaking to them
does not work unless it is accompanied by feelings and pictures. (Just a
tip to those of you involved in telepathy exercises.)
Now, your function in your travels through space will largely be to
disturb the continuity [chuckles]. You have been very carefully nurtured to do this, and it shows up unpleasantly between individuals from
time to time here on Earth. You might ask (reasonably, of course) why
we must disturb each other’s continuity so much. But you know, when
people grow up and live in a school to perform one certain function . . .
if everybody, for instance, is raised to be a carpenter, there will obviously be a glut of carpenters and little chance to express those carpentry
abilities. Therefore, the true gifts and abilities you all have achieved
from your experience here on Earth are not particularly appreciated or

